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All amino acids, except methionine and tryptophan, are 
encoded by two or more synonymous codons. Some syn-
onymous codons, termed ‘preferred codons’, are used  

more frequently than others, a phenomenon commonly termed 
codon usage bias (CUB). It is now clear that CUB is jointly deter-
mined by mutation, drift and selection1–6. However, the exact  
means by which CUB affects the fitness of an organism is less  
clear. It has been shown that CUB cis-regulates translational effi-
ciency7–10 and/or accuracy11–14 because cognate transfer RNAs  
for preferred codons are more abundant than those for unpre-
ferred codons15,16. Additionally, CUB of highly expressed genes  
trans-regulates overall translational efficiency in the cell because 
all translation within a cell shares resources, such as tRNAs and 
ribosomes17,18. Indeed, theoretical and experimental studies have 
suggested that increased usage of unpreferred codons in a highly 
expressed endogenous gene would deplete the corresponding 
cognate tRNAs and subsequently stall translating ribosomes, 
decreasing the availability of free ribosomes in the cell and, thus, 
indirectly reducing the translational efficiency of other genes3,19–21. 
Theoretically, the CUB of exogenous genes with sufficiently high 
expression levels will similarly influence host translation.

The most common type of naturally occurring translation of 
exogenous genes in host cells is perhaps the translation of viral  

proteins following viral infection. Because the majority of viruses 
have highly compact genomes that do not encode any tRNA, the 
translation of viral proteins is reliant on host tRNA22,23. This circum-
stance creates a translational selection for the assimilation of virus 
CUB to host CUB. Indeed, previous studies have shown a strong 
resemblance of CUB between viruses and their corresponding 
hosts24,25. However, the means by which virus CUB impacts transla-
tion in host cells, and how this type of virus–host interaction affects 
viral evolution, remain elusive.

While analysing a published Ribo-Seq dataset from 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we serendipitously noticed a substantial 
fraction of ribosome-protected fragments that was unmappable  
to the reference genome. These ribosome-protected fragments  
were derived from viral protein-coding genes. Additional analyses 
suggested that translation of viral proteins decelerated the decod-
ing of codons whose cognate tRNAs were scarcely supplied by  
the host and frequently used by the virus. Combined with similar 
results found in Ribo-Seq data from virus-infected human cells, our 
observations suggested that virus CUB trans-regulates host trans-
lation via differential depletion of tRNA. We used a fluorescence 
reporter system to further investigate how CUB of exogenous genes 
would affect host translation, and found that CUB similarity to the 
host increased the expression of exogenous genes while reducing 
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translational load on the host per unit of exogenous gene expres-
sion. More importantly, the combined net effect was that exogenous 
genes with excessive CUB similarity to the host imposed a higher 
translational load on the host. This result indicated that viruses 
with CUB overly similar to that of the host would impede host 
translation. Finally, we examined the patterns of CUB in a manu-
ally curated list of species trios, each containing a virus, its natural 
host (a species with few symptoms during viral infection) and its 
symptomatic host (a species with obvious symptoms in one or more 
stages of virus infection). Consistent with our theory, we found that 
virus CUB tended to be more similar to that of symptomatic hosts 
than that of natural hosts. Our work revealed repulsion between 
the virus and host CUB when they were overly similar, a previously 
unrecognized complexity in the coevolution of virus and host.

Results
Excessive viral translation differentially depletes host tRNA and 
decelerates translation. We analysed four Ribo-Seq datasets from 
S. cerevisiae generated by Gardin et  al., named ‘Sc-Lys’, ‘Sc-His’, 
‘YPD1’ and ‘YPD2’ in their paper26. While mapping Ribo-Seq reads 
to the yeast genome, we noticed a substantial fraction of unmap-
pable reads. To determine the origins of these reads, we randomly 
selected 10,000 unmappable reads and BLASTed them against the 
‘nr’ database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI)27. Intriguingly, a high proportion of these hit one of two 
yeast double-stranded RNA viruses of the genus Totivirus, L-A and 
L-BC. L-A is a cytoplasmically transmitted virus associated with the 
yeast killer phenotype28, while the phenotypic impact of L-BC on 
the host is unknown29. In light of the numerous viral Ribo-Seq reads 
found in the pilot analysis, we simultaneously remapped all Ribo-
Seq reads from the experiment of Gardin et al. to the yeast genome 
and two viral genomes. We then estimated translational activity for 
each gene by averaging the number of Ribo-Seq reads per site for 
that gene (Supplementary Fig. 1). Note that this metric approxi-
mates the translational activity per gene, not per messenger RNA 
molecule, because it reflects the abundance of ribosome-protected 
fragments without dividing by mRNA abundance, and is corrected 
for gene length (see Methods). As a comparison, we analysed five 
previously published yeast Ribo-Seq datasets30–34 (Supplementary 
Table 1). We found that the ratio between average translational 
activity of the three viral genes and that of all yeast endogenous 
genes ranges from 1.4 to 7.9 in the four datasets of Gardin et al.26, 
but ranged 0.275–0.930 in the other five yeast datasets (Fig. 1a and 
Supplementary Fig. 1). In each of the datasets of Gardin et al., the 
translational activity of the most active viral gene was higher than 
that of 96% of yeast endogenous genes. In principle, such excessive 
translation of exogenous genes could deplete the host tRNA supply17 
and hence deserves further scrutiny. In the following analysis we 
concentrated on the Sc-Lys dataset, because the original research26 
also focused on this dataset.

To evaluate the impact of viral protein translation on yeast tRNA 
supply, we calculated total consumption for each of the 61 sense 
codons (see Methods) based on the three viral genes and exam-
ined its relation to the corresponding tRNA supply by the host cell. 
Specifically for each codon, codon consumption was the sum of 
codon consumption by each viral gene, which was calculated as the 
number of occurrences of the codon in the gene multiplied by trans-
lational activity of the gene; the tRNA supply by the host cell was 
approximated by tRNA adaptation index (tAI) calculated based on 
the genomic copy number of tRNA genes on the host genome (see 
Methods). Viral codon consumption appeared to be correlated with 
tAI (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.596, P < 10−6), 
yet this correlation was significantly weaker than that between tAI 
and total codon consumption of yeast endogenous genes (P = 0.001, 
Fisher’s r-to-z transformation; Fig. 1b). Furthermore, this correla-
tion was also significantly weaker than that between tAI and codon 

consumption of three randomly chosen, highly expressed endog-
enous genes (P = 0.035, Fisher’s r-to-z transformation; Fig. 1b),  
excluding the possibility that such reduction in correlation is caused 
by the small size of the virus genome. Since the codon consump-
tion of yeast endogenous genes should have evolved to match tRNA 
supply, the above result suggested a mismatch of tRNA demand by 
the virus and supply by the host, and thus differential tRNA short-
ages and corresponding changes in the decoding time of codons 
when viral expression is sufficiently high (see ‘Experimental assess-
ment of the general role of virus CUB in host translation’ below). 
Indeed, we found that the relative decoding time of a codon was 
positively correlated with its relative tRNA shortage due to viral 
translation (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.45, 
P < 4 × 10−4; Fig. 1c), which was estimated for each codon by the 
ratio between viral consumption and tAI (see Methods). This pat-
tern cannot be explained by the small viral genome size or inter-
dependence between the parameters analysed (Supplementary  
Fig. 2), and indicated that codons with marked tRNA shortage due 
to virus translation were translated more slowly than those with 
mild tRNA shortage. Since relative tRNA shortage due to viral 
translation is determined by virus CUB when virus expression level 
is given, the above results are thus compatible with a role of virus 
CUB in trans-regulating host translation through differential tRNA 
depletion when virus expression level is high.

To further support the trans-regulatory role of virus CUB on 
host translation, we performed three additional analyses. First, 
we predicted that differences in codon decoding times between 
experiments should be correlated with differences in relative tRNA 
shortage due to viral translation. This was indeed observed when 
we compared the Sc-Lys dataset with five other yeast Ribo-Seq 
experiments (Fig. 1d), which cannot be explained by the small size 
of the virus genome (Supplementary Fig. 2). Second, we estimated 
for each codon the ‘typical decoding time’, which was previously 
proposed as a better approximation for the effect of tRNA abun-
dance as it explicitly excludes rare and extreme ribosomal pauses35 
(see Methods, Supplementary Text and Supplementary Fig. 3). We 
found a positive correlation between typical decoding time and rela-
tive tRNA shortage due to viral translation (Spearman’s rank corre-
lation coefficient ρ = 0.32, P = 0.013; Fig. 1e), which again cannot be 
explained by small viral genome size or interdependence between 
the parameters analysed (Supplementary Fig. 4). Third, it was pre-
viously proposed that the supply of tRNA for translation cannot be 
approximated by the abundance of tRNA molecules, since only a 
small fraction of all tRNA molecules is ready for translation17. We 
therefore recalculated relative tRNA shortage due to viral transla-
tion, with tRNA supply estimated by codon consumption of yeast 
endogenous genes (see Methods) rather than tAI. We found that 
the positive correlation between typical decoding time and relative 
tRNA shortage due to viral translation was retained (Spearman’s 
rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.64, P < 10−8; Supplementary Fig. 4).  
Collectively, our observations of viral translation in yeast suggested 
a non-negligible trans-regulatory effect of virus CUB on host trans-
lation when the expression of virus is sufficiently high.

Impact of viral translation on influenza-infected human cells. 
To investigate whether the impact of virus CUB on host transla-
tion is generally applicable to other virus–host pairs, we down-
loaded another Ribo-Seq dataset generated from influenza A  
virus (IAV)-infected A549 cells36, a human lung adenocarcinoma 
cell line. Similar to that of viral genes in yeast, the average trans-
lational activity of IAV genes was ~300-fold higher than that of 
human endogenous genes, with that of the most active IAV gene 
higher than that of all human endogenous genes. Consistent with 
the results for yeast, we found a positive correlation between typical  
decoding time and relative tRNA shortage due to viral translation 
(Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.30, P = 0.020; Fig. 2a;  
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Fig. 1 | Codon usage of viral genes with excessive translation impacted the decoding time of codons in yeast. a, The average translational activity of viral 
genes was higher than that of yeast endogenous genes in the four datasets generated by Gardin et al.26, but not in other yeast Ribo-Seq datasets examined. b, 
Spearman’s rank correlation between tAI and viral codon consumption is significantly weaker than that between tAI and overall codon consumption of yeast 
endogenous genes (P = 0.001, Fisher’s r-to-z transformation), and is significantly weaker than that between tAI and the codon consumption of three highly 
expressed yeast endogenous genes (P = 0.035, Fisher’s r-to-z transformation). Error bar indicates standard errors estimated from 1,000 randomly sampled 
sets of three (among 200) highly expressed yeast endogenous genes. c, Relative tRNA shortages among different codons caused by viral translation are 
significantly correlated with relative decoding time. d, Comparison of the Sc-Lys dataset with five other yeast datasets30–34. Nominal P value for Spearman’s 
rank correlations, **P < 0.01. e, Typical decoding time is significantly correlated with relative tRNA shortages caused by viral translation. c,e, Each dot 
represents one codon, blue lines indicate fitted linear models and Spearman’s rank correlations are shown. b–e, All statistical tests based on 61 codons.
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see also Supplementary Fig. 5). To further confirm our findings, we 
estimated the sensitivity of typical decoding time to tRNA depletion  
due to viral translation by the ratio between fold change in typi-
cal decoding time and viral codon consumption. We found that the  
sensitivity of each codon was negatively correlated with its tRNA 
supply, suggesting that the typical decoding time of codons with 
adequate tRNA supply is less sensitive to viral consumption, or vice  
versa (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = −0.29, P = 0.023; 
Fig. 2b; see also Supplementary Fig. 5). This result therefore sug-
gested that the changes in typical decoding time of codons were 
indeed caused by disruption to the shared tRNA pool due to exces-
sive viral translation. The two observations made with influenza-
infected human cells cannot be explained by the small size of the virus 
genome or interdependence between parameters (Supplementary 
Fig. 5). Overall, our observations in influenza-infected human cells 
support the general effect of virus CUB on host translation when 
virus expression is sufficiently high.

Experimental assessment of the general role of virus CUB in 
host translation. The above comparisons among codons suggested 
a model in which tRNA shortage due to virus translation deceler-
ates decoding. When all codons used by the virus are considered 
together, individual codons could be decelerated to different levels. 
Since translation of an mRNA is a serial process, the codon with 
the longest decoding time should become the rate-limiting step 
that dictates how rapidly ribosomes could be recycled, and thus 
the overall translational efficiency of the host cell. This model pre-
dicts that viral genes with synonymous codon usage proportional 
to the tRNA supply of the host should impose minimum transla-
tional load on the host cell, because they give rise to similar lev-
els of tRNA shortage and, therefore, decoding deceleration for all 
codons. On the contrary, deviations from this proportionality (DP; 
see Methods for how we quantified DP) between virus codon usage 
and host tRNA supply would result in more severe tRNA shortage 
for some codons than the others, which would create even slower 
rate-limiting codons that sequester ribosomes and decrease overall 
translational efficiency of the host cell. In other words, when the 
expression level of exogenous genes was fixed (but see the para-
graph after the next for when it was not fixed), exogenous genes 
with lower DP should impose lower translational load on the host, 
and vice versa. To test this prediction, we performed manipulative 
experiments in S. cerevisiae using a highly expressed mCherry as 
the exogenous gene whose CUB trans-regulates host translational 
efficiency, and a lowly expressed YFP as a probe for cellular transla-
tional efficiency (Fig. 3a; Methods). A total of 37 synonymous ver-
sions of mCherry were designed with DP different to the host (yeast) 
genome (Supplementary Table 2).

We first investigated the trans-regulatory effect of CUB at a fixed 
expression level of the exogenous gene. To that end, we estimated the 
translational load imposed by various versions of mCherry, which is  
approximated by the reduction of YFP signal relative to maximal 
YFP signal detected among all strains. Only cells whose mCherry 
expression level is in the top 20% among all cells were considered, 
to ensure observable impact on host translation by CUB and to limit 
mCherry expression to a narrow range such that its variation is con-
trolled. Under this scenario, we found that the translational load was 
higher for strains with mCherry of higher DP (Fig. 3b, top of green-
shaded area; see also Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7). Furthermore, 
we approximated the impact of each expression of exogenous gene 
by the ratio between translational load and mCherry expression 
level. This ratio was found to be correlated with the DP of mCherry  
(Fig. 3b, bottom of green-shaded area; see also Supplementary 
Figs. 6 and 7). Collectively, these results, in which the expression 
of exogenous gene was controlled, suggested that exogenous genes 
with CUB more similar to that of the host imposed smaller transla-
tional load on the host cell. These observations are compatible with 

the results from our comparison among codons based on Ribo-Seq 
data, where mismatches between host tRNA supply and CUB of 
exogenous (viral) genes of sufficiently high expression influenced 
codon decoding time.

Our experiment also allowed us to determine the minimum 
expression level at which exogenous genes would exhibit significant 
impact on host translational efficiency and thus display a signifi-
cant positive correlation between translational load and mCherry 
DP. To approximate this expression threshold, we stratified the 
>50,000,000 individual cells from the 37 strains into 100 groups 
according to their mCherry expression, so that each group contained 
~500,000 cells from 8–19 strains with different mCherry CUBs and 
a very narrow range of mCherry expression, thereby effectively 
controlling it. We then calculated within-group Spearman’s rank 
correlations between translational load and DP, which were found 
significantly positive in the top 43 groups (Supplementary Fig. 8). 
Further analyses, based on quantitative PCR with reverse transcrip-
tion (RT–qPCR) of mCherry versus actin and bulk RNA-sequencing 
(RNA-seq) data (see Methods), suggested that the minimum 
expression of mCherry in these 43 groups approximately ranked as 
the 208th most highly expressed endogenous genes (Supplementary 
Fig. 8). Intriguingly, in the yeast Ribo-Seq data we analysed, total 
translational activity of virus genes in the Sc-Lys dataset was compa-
rable to the top 201st highly expressed endogenous yeast gene. This 
number is 48th for the Sc-His dataset, 201st for the YPD1 dataset, 
220th for the YPD2 dataset but 306th to 722nd for the other five 
datasets, suggesting that the killer virus was indeed of sufficiently 
high expression level to affect translational efficiency in the major-
ity of strains used by Gardin et al.26, but not in strains used in the 
other five studies.

Nevertheless, besides trans-regulation of the overall translational 
efficiency of the host cell via tRNA availability, CUB of exogenous 
genes is also known to cis-regulate expression levels of the exog-
enous gene itself15,37,38. Specifically, assimilation of CUB of the exog-
enous gene to that of the host was found capable of increasing the 
expression level of the exogenous gene15. This cis-regulatory effect of 
CUB on the expression level of the exogenous gene was confirmed 
by our experiment, because we found that mCherry sequences 
with lower DP tended to have higher expression levels (Fig. 3b, red-
shaded area; see also Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7). This result can 
be partially explained by the cis-regulatory effect of CUB on mRNA 
abundance37,38 (see Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary  
Fig. 6), and is consistent with the known strategy of improving 
expression of exogenous genes by adjusting their CUB to mimic 
that of the host15,39,40.

Another important question arises after the aforementioned 
experimental observations. Theoretically the regulatory effects of 
virus CUB on host tRNA availability and virus gene expression 
level influence host translation in opposite directions. For example,  
when virus CUB dissimilates the host CUB, virus expression should 
reduce and the translational load on the host per unit of viral expres-
sion should increase. What is the net effect on host translation  
when the cis- and trans-regulatory effects of the CUB of exogenous 
genes are combined, and what is its implication for the coevolution 
of virus and host? To answer these questions, we examined the net 
effect of CUB on host translation by directly comparing mCherry 
CUB with translational load as probed by YFP expression. We 
observed a negative correlation between mCherry DP and transla-
tional load (Fig. 3b, blue-shaded area; see also Supplementary Figs. 6  
and 7), suggesting that exogenous genes with low DP represented a  
heavier overall translational load for the host cell, at least when the 
exogenous gene was driven by a strong promoter. Note that this 
result, in which the impact of changes in expression level of the 
exogenous genes was shown, differs from the green-shaded results 
in Fig. 3b, in which the expression level of the exogenous genes 
was controlled. This result was not caused by reduced YFP mRNA  
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abundance or lowered cellular transcriptional efficiency, because the 
abundance of YFP mRNA as assessed by RT–qPCR is not correlated  
with mCherry DP (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = 0.02, 
P = 0.9; see Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. 6). Also,  
the increased translational load by mCherry of lower DP appeared 

unexplainable by altered translational accuracy resulting from 
changes in tRNA supply, because the translational error rate measured  
in these strains was not correlated with DP (Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient ρ = −0.020, P = 0.91; see Methods and Supplementary  
Table 4). On the other hand, the increased translational load by 
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mCherry of lower DP can be explained, partially at least, by increased 
mCherry mRNA abundance (Supplementary Fig. 6), highlighting 
the role of CUB in translational load via cis-regulation of mRNA 
abundance of exogenous genes.

To further confirm the fitness effect of virus CUB, we chose two 
strains with mCherry of high and low codon usage similarity to 
yeast (DP = 0.156 and 0.815, respectively) and estimated their rela-
tive fitness by competitive coculture (see Methods). As a result, we 
found that the strain expressing mCherry with lower DP exhibited 
significant growth deficiency relative to that expressing mCherry 

with higher DP (Fig. 3c). Collectively, our results based on trans-
lational load and fitness consistently suggested that, although the 
assimilation of CUB of the exogenous gene to that of the host could 
alleviate tRNA depletion by translation of the exogenous gene, the 
concomitant effect of increasing expression of the exogenous gene 
dominated the way in which CUB of the exogenous gene influ-
enced host translation. Consequentially, cells expressing exoge-
nous genes with excessive CUB similarity to the host display fitness 
disadvantage due to translational selection. Therefore, our results 
support the repulsion between virus and host CUB when they  
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are overly similar, especially for virus–host pairs that coexist and 
coevolve for a long period, a situation in which both viral expression 
and minimized translational load on host cells are favoured.

Virus CUB tends to be more similar to CUB of a symptomatic 
host than that of an asymptomatic natural host. Our manipula-
tive experiment in yeast suggested that exogenous genes with CUB 
overly similar to that of their host might impose a strong transla-
tional load on the host cell, creating repulsion between the CUB of 
the virus and that of the host. If such repulsion indeed plays a role in 
the coevolution of viruses and hosts, we would predict that among 
all the hosts that a virus can infect (that is, be expressed in the 
host cell), hosts with CUB more similar to that of the virus would  
be more likely to show symptoms compared to other hosts since 
translation in these hosts is more disrupted.

To test our prediction, we reviewed multiple databases of virus–
host relationships from which we extracted trios of species, each 
containing one virus, its natural host and its symptomatic host 
(VNS-trio; see Methods; a full list is available in Supplementary 
Table 5). For each VNS-trio, the natural host is a species that tol-
erates infection by the virus with few observable symptoms during 
any stage of virus infection. The symptomatic host, on the other 
hand, is another species that, when infected by the virus, exhibits 
obvious symptoms during one or more stages of the virus life cycle. 
We collected a total of 52 VNS-trios where viruses covered DNA and 
RNA types, with hosts ranging from insects to mammals. We then 
calculated DP between virus and natural host, or DP(V,N), and DP 
between virus and symptomatic host, or DP(V,S). We found that, 43 
out of 52 VNS-trios showed DP(V,N) > DP(V,S) (binomial P < 10−4; 
Supplementary Table 5), supporting our hypothesized deleterious 

effect of virus CUB overly similar to that of the host. We further rea-
soned that viruses with minimal deviation from the proportionality 
rule of CUB are probably subject to stronger selection for transla-
tional efficiency. Therefore, we calculated the average ratio between 
DP(V,N) and DP(V,S) for VNS-trios whose DP(V,N) + DP(V,S) was 
lower than a certain threshold. As we lowered this threshold, the 
average ratio between DP(V,N) and DP(V,S) increased (Fig. 4a). To 
corroborate this result, we calculated an odds ratio to test whether 
each virus CUB was more similar to that of the natural host or that of 
the symptomatic host (see Methods), such that the greater the odds 
ratio (relative to 1) the more similar the virus CUB is to the symp-
tomatic host CUB. Consistent with previous results, we found that 
for VNS-trios probably subject to stronger translational selection, 
the fraction of VNS-trios with odds ratio > 1 increased (Fig. 4b).

To further evaluate CUB patterns among VNS-trios, we focused 
on Dengue and Zika viruses for which multiple sequenced variants 
allowed additional analyses. Intriguingly, all variants of Dengue 
and Zika viruses downloaded from NCBI appeared to have CUB 
more similar to that of their symptomatic host (human) than to that 
of their natural host (mosquito) (Fig. 4c; see also Supplementary  
Fig. 9). Notably some virus strains were not isolated from the symp-
tomatic host, meaning that the observed similarity between virus 
and symptomatic host cannot be explained by rapid CUB assimila-
tion to the latter. Collectively our observations of VNS-trios support 
the proposed role of CUB in virus–host coevolution.

Discussion
In the current study, we analysed yeast and human Ribo-Seq data to 
show that virus CUB trans-regulates host translation via differential 
depletion of tRNA. Manipulative experiments in yeast revealed that 

Virus cannot survive in host

Translational efficiency of host

Expression of virus protein

Direction of virus CUB evolution

Difference in codon usage between virus and host

CUB difference optimal for long-term
co-existence of virus and host

Host translation impeded by virus

Fig. 5 | Schematic diagram of the regulatory role of virus CuB and its evolutionary implication. As the difference in codon usage between virus and host 
(x axis) decreased, expression of virus protein (solid curve) increased due to the cis-regulatory effect of virus CUB; meanwhile, translational efficiency 
(dashed curve) of the host decreased due to the net trans-regulatory effect of virus CUB. Combination of these effects created an attraction–repulsion 
relationship between virus and host CUB.
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CUB assimilation of the exogenous gene to the host alleviated the 
tRNA shortage caused by each translation of the exogenous gene 
and elevated the expression level of the exogenous gene, such that 
overall tRNA shortage became severed. These results suggest that 
viruses with CUB overly similar to that of their hosts might impede 
host translation. This role of virus CUB is further supported by the 
observation that it tends to be more similar to that of symptomatic 
hosts than that of natural hosts. Our results highlight the impact 
of virus codon usage on host translation, and point to a previously 
unrecognized complexity in virus–host coevolution.

Our research was inspired by an unexpected finding of a high 
fraction of reads of viral origin in a yeast Ribo-Seq dataset26. 
This finding is in contrast to five other yeast Ribo-Seq datasets 
(Supplementary Table 1) in which viral reads are much rarer, prob-
ably explained by inactive infections or contaminations. Consistent 
with previous experimental measures of translational efficiency17, 
our reanalysis indicated that high translational activities of one to 
several exogenous genes, whose codon usage did not match the 
tRNA supply by the host cell, will probably trigger differential 
tRNA shortage and, therefore, differential changes in decoding time 
among different codons. Thus, caution with respect to experimental 
conditions and genetic background should be taken when measur-
ing decoding times.

Our yeast experiments using fluorescence proteins disentangled 
the two mechanistic components of the influence by CUB of exoge-
nous genes on host cells, namely the cis-regulatory effect of CUB on 
expression of the exogenous gene and the trans-regulatory effect on 
translational efficiency controlling for expression of the exogenous 
gene. However, detailed molecular mechanisms are probably more 
complex than this dichotomy. For example, the cis-regulatory effect 
of CUB on expression of exogenous genes could have occurred via 
direct regulation of mRNA abundance37, which is supported by our 
data (Supplementary Fig. 6), or by modulation of translational elon-
gation rate10,41. It will therefore be interesting to investigate further 
the independent contribution of these mechanisms in the future.

Previous studies of virus codon usage have focused on the assim-
ilation of virus CUB to that of the host and how it facilitates suc-
cessful viral expression in the host, whereas the deviation between 
virus and host CUB was assumed to be the result of genetic drift 
or mutation bias42. Our findings here suggest another scenario in 
which viruses with codon usage too similar to that of the host are 
harmful to host cells due to their elevated expression and tRNA-
depletion effects, thus creating repulsion between the CUB of virus 
and host. Theoretically, such repulsion is particularly important for 
virus–host pairs where the fitness of the host is important for the 
successful life cycle of the virus—for example, pairs involving a nat-
ural host/reservoir. Indeed, the duration of virus–host coexistence 
is generally longer for natural than for symptomatic hosts. Thus, 
more than enough time should have been available for the virus to 
evolve its CUB to be as similar to that of the natural host as that of 
the symptomatic host. The observation that virus CUB tended to 
be more similar to that of the symptomatic host, an organism with 
a shorter time of coevolution with the virus, than that of the natural 
host strongly suggests that optimal virus CUB, at least for its life 
stage in the natural host, is not an exact match to that of the host but 
contains a slight deviation (Fig. 5). In conclusion, our results suggest 
an attraction–repulsion relationship between virus and host CUB, a 
previously unrecognized complexity in virus–host coevolution.

Our findings also have potential practical implications. In viral 
epidemiology, synonymous mutations have been shown to be suc-
cessful in creating virulence-reduced virus strains as vaccines. 
Considering the impact of virus codon usage on host translation, 
synonymous versions of the virus could be designed to control natu-
ral host populations via translation disruption. Given that modifica-
tion of the small virus genome is relatively easy, this strategy should 
be potentially feasible in multiple pairs of viruses and natural hosts.

Methods
Genome annotation, Ribo-Seq data and mRNA-seq data. The S. cerevisiae 
genome sequence and gene annotations (strain S288c, v.R64-1-1) were downloaded 
from SGD43. Genomic sequences and annotations of the yeast viruses L-A 
(GenBank accession no. NC_003745) and L-BC (GenBank accession no. U01060) 
were downloaded from NCBI GenBank under accession nos. NC_003745 and 
U01060, respectively. The 4,579-base pair (bp) genome of L-A contains two open 
reading frames (ORFs) that are translated either separately or combined as a fusion 
protein44. Because only 6.2% of sites in the ORFs are discriminatory between 
one fused and two separated ORFs, these two states are difficult to distinguish. 
In this paper we arbitrarily focused on the fused ORF, but consideration of 
the two separate ORFs did not alter our conclusions. The 4,615-bp genome of 
L-BC contains two ORFs45. The human genome sequence (GRCh38) and gene 
annotations were downloaded from EnsEMBL r85 (ref. 46). Sequences of IAV 
genes were downloaded under accession nos. NC_002016–NC_002023 from 
NCBI GenBank. For yeast, we reanalysed the Ribo-Seq data used by Gardin et al.26 
and found excessive viral translation. As a comparison, we analysed five other 
published yeast Ribo-Seq datasets; the NCBI GEO or SRA accession numbers 
for these Ribo-Seq datasets are listed in Supplementary Table 1. Yeast mRNA 
expression levels were derived from previous mRNA-seq-based estimates47. 
For influenza infection in human cells, both Ribo-Seq and mRNA-seq datasets 
were derived from GSE82232. To concentrate on the tRNA-depletion effect 
of viral expression, only the uninfected (SRR3623932) and 2-h post-infection 
(SRR3623937) datasets were analysed here, because decoding time at later post-
infection time points appeared skewed by the progression of host shut-off36.

Ribo-Seq datasets from experimental repeats under the same conditions 
were combined. The four datasets from Gardin et al. had different experimental 
settings26,48 and thus were not combined. Attached adaptors as noted from 
the respective reports26,30 were removed by allowing minor mismatches due 
to sequencing errors. Any trimmed reads shorter than 20 or longer than 
40 nucleotides were discarded. The remaining reads were first aligned to rRNA and 
tRNA transcripts in yeast, and unmapped reads were aligned to the yeast genome 
by Bowtie2 (ref. 49). Ten thousand unalignable reads were randomly selected and 
BLASTed against the NCBI nr database to identify their origins27. Having noticed 
a significant fraction of reads from two yeast viruses, we combined the viral and 
yeast genomes for use as the reference in a second run of Bowtie2. To handle  
Ribo-Seq reads with multiple hits to the genome, we followed Dana and Tuller35 to 
first record all uniquely mapped reads and then randomly assigned multi-hit reads 
to one of the mapped locations, where the probability of choosing a particular 
location is proportional to the number of uniquely mapped reads in the region 
between −10 and +10 nucleotides from that location. Discarding reads with 
multiple hits did not change our results qualitatively. Also, ambiguous mappings  
on viral genomes are negligible because no commonly known repetitive elements 
were found by RepeatMasker50 on the viral genome, and only <3% of reads 
mapped to the viral genome can be mapped to yeast genome with equal alignment 
score. Finally, each mapped Ribo-Seq read was added to the ribosome count of 
one codon site in the ORFeome. Downstream estimation of decoding times was 
conducted following either the procedure of Gardin et al.26 or Dana and Tuller’s 
Exponentially Modified Gaussian (EMG)-based method35 (see ‘Estimation of 
translational activity, codon consumption, tAI and relative/typical decoding  
times of codons’ below).

Estimation of translational activity, codon consumption, tAI and relative/
typical decoding times of codons. We first discarded the leading and trailing 
20 codons of each ORF to avoid the influence of translational ‘ramp’ effects51 and 
termination on our estimation. The translational activity of a gene (abundance of 
ribosome-protected fragments, not divided by mRNA abundance) was calculated 
as the mean ribosome count per site excluding sites with the top or bottom 25% 
of ribosome counts within each gene; this filter excludes the impact of extreme 
ribosomal pauses35 and better approximates the translational initiation rate of 
the gene. Note that this metric reflects the translational activity per gene, not per 
mRNA molecule, and is corrected for gene length. Codon consumption in a gene 
was estimated by the number of occurrences of the codon in the gene, multiplied 
by the translational activity of the gene.

Relative tRNA shortage due to viral translation of a codon was then calculated 
as the ratio between its total consumption in viral genes and tRNA supply by 
the host cell. Here, tRNA supply was approximated by either tAI or total codon 
consumption of all host endogenous genes. For tAI, we first calculated the absolute 
adaptiveness value Wi for each codon i,

Wi ¼
Xni

j¼1

1� sij
� 

tGCNij;

where ni is the number of tRNA iso-acceptors recognizing the ith codon, 
tGCNij is the gene copy number of the jth tRNA that recognizes the ith codon 
and sij is a selective constraint on the efficiency of the codon–anticodon coupling. 
Additionally, Wi values can readily be produced by considering Crick’s wobble 
rules52. The sij values for eukaryotes were used as in a previous study35. Copy 
numbers of tRNA genes were retrieved from the Genomic tRNA Database53. 
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We then calculated the relative adaptiveness value, wi = Wi/Wmax, as the tAI of a 
codon where Wmax is the maximum Wi value. For total codon consumption of all 
host endogenous genes, and if Ribo-Seq data were available for the estimation of 
translational activity, this was calculated as described in the foregoing paragraph. 
If Ribo-Seq data were not available for the estimation of translational activity, 
we used transcriptome abundance of the gene to approximate it (that is, equal 
translational activity for each mRNA molecule was assumed).

We used the Perl scripts provided as supplementary files in Gardin et al.26 to 
estimate relative decoding times for the yeast dataset. We were able to replicate 
the estimates in the original report with <5% deviations, despite the stochasticity 
in the short-read mapping procedure. For the EMG-based analysis, more details 
are given in Supplementary Text. Briefly, we first determined the distance between 
the 5′ end of a ribosomal footprint and the decoding codon at the ribosome A 
site, referred to as the offset, as a function of the length of the footprint35. This 
was achieved by determining the correct reading frame followed by identification 
of the most likely offset given by the reading frame. Finally, ribosome counts of 
all sites for the same codon were combined into a ribosome count profile, which 
was used to estimate typical decoding time by fitting an EMG-negative binomial 
distribution. The main difference from the original EMG-based typical decoding 
time35 was the incorporation of a negative binomial distribution, which avoided 
a major expression-dependent bias in the original EMG-based method (see 
Supplementary Text and Supplementary Fig. 3).

Fluorescence reporter gene assay in yeast. We designed 37 synonymous versions 
of mCherry (Supplementary Table 2) based on the previously used mCherry17. 
These coding sequences were designed to have CUB with variable similarity to the 
host (yeast) CUB. The model of trans-regulation of host translational efficiency 
by CUB of exogenous genes predicted that exogenous genes with synonymous 
codon usage proportional to the tRNA supply of the host should impose minimum 
translational load on the host cell, because they give rise to similar levels of tRNA 
shortage and, therefore, decoding deceleration for all codons. On the contrary, 
deviations from this proportionality between virus CUB and host tRNA supply 
would result in more severe tRNA shortage for some codons than for others, 
which would create even slower rate-limiting codons that sequester ribosomes 
and decrease overall translational efficiency of the host cell. Therefore, to test our 
model, we needed to quantify the DP value between codon usage of the exogenous 
gene and host tRNA supply. To this end, for each of the 18 amino acids encoded 
by at least two synonymous codons, we first calculated the Euclidean distance in 
synonymous codon usage between the exogenous coding sequence and the tRNA 
supply by the host by the following equation:

Di ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xni

j¼1

Yij � Xij
� 2

vuut ;

where ni is the number of synonymous codons for amino acid i, Yij is the 
fraction of codon j among the synonymous codons of amino acid i for the 
exogenous coding sequence and Xij is tRNA supply represented by either the 
fraction of codon j among the synonymous codons in the host transcriptome54 or 
rescaled tAI values such that all tAIs within a group of synonymous codons sum 
to 1. Then, DP of the gene is defined as the weighted geometric mean of all 18 Di. 
Note that the approximation of tRNA supply by transcriptomic codon usage was 
valid only when one assumed that codon usage is mostly shaped by selection for 
translational efficiency. It is also important to note that traditional measurements 
for CUB, such as codon adaptation index55, index of translation elongation (ITE)10 
or fraction of optimal codons56, are not ideal for testing our model because virus 
with excessive usage of preferred codons also imposes higher translational load 
than that with usage of preferred and unpreferred codons in proportion to the 
corresponding tRNA supply by the host, especially when exogenous genes are 
highly expressed. For VNS-trios analyses (see ‘Codon usage analysis of virus, 
natural host and symptomatic host triples’ below), in which the reliability of 
annotations in most species remains questionable, we resorted to genomic codon 
usage of the top 100 highly expressed genes (expression determined by RNA-
seq datasets listed in Supplementary Table 5) for an approximation of Xij unless 
otherwise noted. Although this practice is clearly not ideal17, such approximation 
of transcriptomic CUB by genomic CUB has been successful in many previous 
studies57–60. Additionally, our test for CUB similarity in VNS-trios (Mantel–
Haenszel test based on 2 × 2 contingency tables; see ‘Codon usage analysis of virus, 
natural host and symptomatic host triples’ below) should not be sensitive to the 
minor difference between genomic and transcriptomic codon usage.

We aimed to test the trans-regulatory role of the CUB of exogenous genes in 
host translational efficiency using manipulative experiments in S. cerevisiae. To 
focus our experiment on tRNA depletion due to translation of the exogenous/
viral gene and to exclude other translation-interfering mechanisms that are 
specific to any virus (such as host shut-off by IAV36), we decided to use mCherry, 
which encodes a fluorescent protein as the exogenous gene to be excessively 
translated. A total of 37 synonymous versions of mCherry were designed with 
different levels of CUB similarity to the host (yeast) genome (Supplementary 
Table 2). These synonymous mCherry sequences have similar G + C content 
(41–45%) and identical sequences in the first 56 nucleotides of the coding region, 

where synonymous changes may affect the level of protein expression in a 
tRNA-independent manner7,19,61. Furthermore, mCherry expression was driven 
by a constitutive strong promoter (pTDH3), ensuring that any impact on host 
translation would be observable. The overall translational efficiency of the host 
cell was detected using a reporter gene, Venus yellow fluorescent protein (YFP). 
Here YFP was controlled by a relatively weak promoter (pDET1), minimizing 
its impact on host tRNA supply. The reporter cassette of mCherry and YFP was 
derived from previously used mCherry reporters17 and their modified versions. We 
designed four primers for each modified version of mCherry. The first and second 
or the third and fourth primers were, respectively, used to amplify two modified 
fragments, which were then fused using the first and fourth primers in a fusion 
PCR. All DNA fragments of mCherry and YFP were then cloned into the HO locus 
of BY4741 by homologous recombination using the lithium acetate protocol62,  
with URA3 as the selection marker for successful transformation. All PCR and 
cloning primers are listed in Supplementary Table 6. This design allowed us 
to mimic the translational impact on the host of exogenous gene (mCherry) 
expression while tracking the overall translational efficiency of the host cell with  
a fluorescent reporter (YFP).

We measured the expression levels of mCherry and YFP of 300,000 cells for 
each of the 37 strains in the log phase in yeast extract/peptone/dextrose (YPD) 
media using flow cytometry (CytoFLEX S, Beckman). The fluorescence of 
mCherry was measured by a filter with a 20-nm bandpass centred at 610 nm, and 
the that of YFP was measured by a filter with a 40-nm bandpass centred at 525 nm. 
Yeast cells with mCherry and YFP fluorescence signals tenfold greater than those 
of BY4741 negative control cells were kept for later analyses. We retrieved forward 
scatter (FSC, which is proportional to cell size) and mCherry and YFP fluorescence 
signals for all cells. Expression levels of fluorescent proteins were defined as their 
fluorescence signals divided by FSC. All experiments were carried out with three 
biological and three technological replicates.

For RT–qPCR, total RNA samples were isolated from the log phase of all strains 
in YPD media using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen, no. 74134) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Complementary DNAs were reversely transcribed 
from RNAs using the Evo M-MLV RT Kit with gDNA Clean for qPCR (Takara, 
no. AG11705) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Next, RT–qPCR 
was carried out with cDNAs and primers (Supplementary Table 7) using the 
QuantiNova SYBR Green PCR kit (Qiagen, no. 208057-500T) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

To determine the minimum expression threshold for exogenous genes to have 
a significant impact on host translational efficiency, we stratified all single cells 
(~50,000,000) from the 37 strains into 100 groups according to their mCherry 
expression, so that each group had ~500,000 cells from 8–19 strains with mCherry 
of varying CUB. We found that in the top 43 groups with high mCherry expression 
levels, within-group Spearman’s rank correlations between the translational load 
and DP were significantly positive (Supplementary Fig. 8a), suggesting a significant 
impact of exogenous gene CUB on overall translational efficiency. We performed 
RT–qPCR in strains with at least 1 million cells in these 43 groups, and determined 
that the abundance of mCherry mRNA in these strains was 0.7–3.4-fold that of 
actin (Supplementary Table 3). According to the RNA-seq-based transcriptome 
profile of bulk yeast cells47, 0.7-fold of the expression level of actin corresponds to 
the 208th most highly expressed endogenous gene (Supplementary Fig. 8). This 
result suggested that CUB of exogenous genes whose total expression is not lower 
than the 208th highly expressed endogenous gene should have a significant impact 
on the overall translational efficiency of the yeast cell.

It is worth noting that our observations with exogenous genes translated in 
yeast are in agreement with a previous study where codon CGU and CGC were 
synonymously converted to CGG in eight highly expressed endogenous genes, 
presumably creating severe tRNA shortage, and proteome-wide translation 
efficiency was subsequently reduced21. Moreover, rescue of translation efficiency 
by increasing tRNA supply for CGG further supported the proposed mechanism 
of tRNA shortage21. Interestingly, unlike our observations that synonymous 
changes in mCherry cis-regulated its expression (Fig. 3b, red-shaded area), codon 
conversion in the previous study reduced only one of the eight converted genes21. 
We speculated that the lack of significant expression change in synonymously 
converted genes could be explained by the focused conversions in one group of 
synonymous codons (CGU/CGC/CGG, encoding arginine), which should lead to 
relatively small changes in CUB and therefore expression of the converted genes, 
but severe shortage for one tRNA. On the contrary, synonymous substitutions of 
mCherry were conducted on all groups of synonymous codons in the present study, 
resulting in greater changes in CUB and therefore in the expression of mCherry.

We performed competitive coculture assays to measure the relative fitness 
of two chosen strains (DP = 0.156 and 0.815, respectively). Both strains were first 
inoculated in 4 ml of YPD competition culture at 30 °C with shaking at 200 r.p.m. 
for 16 h. Next, 2 ml of each sample was left for DNA extraction and marked as 
day 0 of the competition. At the same time we measured the total cell density of 
each competition using a Coulter counter (Beckman-Coulter) and diluted each 
competition into a fresh 100-ml culture to reach a concentration of 2–5 × 105 
cells ml–1. The cells were then replaced at 30 °C for 10–14 h, such that total cell 
density values were maintained >0.7 to maintain exponential growth throughout 
the experiment. We repeated this procedure for 6 d, resulting in one day 0 sample 
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and three for each sample of days 2, 4 and 6. We then extracted DNA and amplified 
strain-specific regions of mCherry sequences of both strains with the primers 
listed in Supplementary Table 8. The ten amplicon samples were mixed together 
and paired-end sequenced for 150 nt on either end on an Illumina NovaSeq 
platform, for a total of 1 giga base pairs raw data. Then, the data of ten samples 
were split using the 5-bp index sequence at the 5′ end of left primers. The paired 
reads were mapped to the two versions of mCherry using STAR63. The numbers 
of reads uniquely mapped to either version of mCherry were used to approximate 
the relative population size of the two strains in the competition culture. The ratio 
between relative population size at days 2/4/6 and that at day 0 was further divided 
by this ratio of the fitter strain to yield a relative ratio of cells (Fig. 3c).

To assess the effect of codon usage of exogenous genes on the translational 
accuracy of the host, we followed previous studies41,64 to estimate the translational 
error rate in BY4741 and the 36 yeast strains with different mCherry versions using 
a dual-luciferase system. This system contains two luciferases, Renilla and firefly, 
in a fusion protein. The measurement of concentration-independent firefly activity 
was therefore possible by determining the ratio between the observed firefly and 
Renilla activities. We used both wild-type and a mutant of the firefly, in which 
codon AAA (encoding Lys) at positive 529 was replaced with AGG (encoding Arg). 
Because no other side chain interacts with the luciferase substrate as does the Lys 
side chain64, the mutant can display firefly activity only when it is mistranslated 
as Lys at position 529. In other words, concentration-independent firefly activity 
relative to that of the wild-type firefly measures the translational error rate41,64. 
We successfully measured the translational error rate in BY4741 and 35 out of the 
37 yeast strains with mCherry (Supplementary Table 4).

Codon usage analysis of virus, natural host and symptomatic host triples. 
To collect VNS-trio, we manually collected host range information for various 
viruses from NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy/), ViralZone (http://
viralzone.expasy.org/)65, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (https://
www.cdc.gov/) and Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org/). To test our model, 
we needed viruses and hosts with known genomes or transcriptomes. It was also 
important to ensure that the virus genome encoded no tRNA gene, and that the 
natural hosts were symptom-free or at least that their known symptoms were 
significantly milder than those of symptomatic hosts. We thus used relatively 
stringent criteria to filter for highly reliable VNS-trios. The final list of 52 VNS-
trios is given in Supplementary Table 5. The complete genome sequences of these 
organisms were obtained from GenBank.

We calculated an odds ratio to test whether each virus CUB was more similar 
to that of the natural host or that of the symptomatic host. Specifically, a 2 × 2 
contingency table was constructed as shown in Table 1:

In Table 1, V, N and S are the frequencies of a codon in the virus, natural host 
and symptomatic host, respectively. Therefore, Vi > Vmean denotes that a codon was 
a preferred codon in the virus while Vi < Vmean denotes that it was unpreferred in 
the virus; |Vi – Ni| > |Vi – Si| means that virus codon frequency was more similar to 
that of the symptomatic host than that of the natural host, while |Vi – Ni| < |Vi – Si| 
means that virus codon frequency was more similar to that of the natural host 
than that of the symptomatic host. A 2 × 2 contingency table was constructed for 
each amino acid in each VNS-trio counting each codon toward A/B/C/D, such 
that biased usage of amino acids24 was excluded. Finally, a common odds ratio 
was calculated by combining the relevant contingency tables using the Mantel–
Haenszel procedure implemented in R. An odds ratio > 1 indicates that virus CUB 
tends to be more similar to that of the symptomatic host than that of the natural 
host, while an odds ratio < 1 indicates that virus CUB tends to be more similar to 
that of the natural host than that of the symptomatic host.

For more thorough analyses of Dengue and Zika virus variants, all mutants 
recorded in NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/viruses/variation/) were 
downloaded. We calculated DP for each mutant based on transcriptomes of natural 
and symptomatic hosts (accession numbers from Gene Expression Omnibus: 
GSE96605 for mosquito and GSE97949 for human).

There are a few caveats worth discussion in regard to our VNS-trio analyses. 
First, during the viral infection process, survival of the virus and phenotypic 
outcome of the infection will be affected by the host immune system, a factor we 
addressed neither in our manipulative experiment in yeast nor in our VNS-trio 
analyses. One possibility is that all symptoms of infection are caused by a strong 
immune system reaction in symptomatic hosts rather than high viral expression. 
This hypothesis, however, cannot explain zoonotic viruses such as the Ebola virus, 
whose natural (bat) and symptomatic (human) hosts both have adaptive immune 
systems. Indeed, among the 30 VNS-trios containing natural hosts with adaptive 
immune systems, 21 showed stronger CUB similarity (Dp(V,S) < Dp(V,N)) of 

the virus to the symptomatic host than to the natural host (binomial P = 0.008). 
Second, the stronger phenotypic consequence in symptomatic host relative to 
natural host might be a result of higher viral protein abundance in the symptomatic 
host, but not translational disruption. However, this alternative hypothesis does not 
predict that phenotypic consequences will intensify when translational selection 
is stronger (Fig. 4a,b). More importantly, the results from our manipulative 
experiments in yeast (Fig. 3c) suggest that even when the protein product of the 
exogenous gene has no potential virulence, excessive CUB similarity between 
the exogenous gene and the host is still detrimental to host fitness. These 
findings suggested that translational selection at least has a non-negligible role 
in determining the phenotypic consequence of viral infection. Third, when we 
calculated DP we used transcriptomic codon usage of the host to approximate tRNA 
supply, which implicitly assumed that codon usage is mostly shaped by selection 
for translational efficiency. This approximation could be biased if codon usage is 
mostly shaped by other selective forces, such as selection for translational accuracy. 
Nevertheless, whenever we also approximated tRNA supply by tAI, another 
independent tRNA supply estimation based on genomic tRNA copy numbers, the 
result was always consistent with that determined by transcriptomic codon usage. 
Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the aforementioned assumption heavily biased 
the calculation of DP, or our conclusions based on DP. Fourth, besides the repulsion 
caused by translational selection revealed in the current study, the increased CUB 
similarity between virus and natural host compared to that between virus and 
symptomatic host can also be explained by genetic drift (or weakened selection66) 
and mutation bias. The relative contribution of these three factors might not be 
assessable until further quantitative data from specific virus–host pairs become 
available. Our study, while not rejecting the role of genetic drift and mutation bias, 
offers unequivocal support for the contribution of CUB repulsion between virus 
and host. For example, our study showed decelerated codon decoding time  
(Figs. 1 and 2) and reduced cellular translational efficiency (Fig. 3b) when the CUB 
of exogenous genes was overly similar to the host. The existence of such trans-
regulatory effect dictates that viral translation should impose a translational load 
on the host cell providing that viral expression is sufficiently high, thereby forming 
a mechanical basis for CUB repulsion between virus and host. More importantly, 
the deleterious effect of excessive similarity between CUB of exogenous genes 
and that of the host was directly observed (Fig. 3c). Fifth, our model by no means 
rejected other clade-specific mechanisms causing differences in CUB deviation 
between viruses and hosts, such as virus-encoded tRNA gene67,68 and differential 
mutation bias in double- versus single-stranded DNA viruses68,69. Last but not least, 
our model did not exclude other mechanisms adjusting viral expression to avoid 
impediment of host translation, such as changes in mRNA levels due to mutations 
in promoters or other regulatory elements. Rather, our results highlight the fact 
that natural selection on viral expression is unlikely to be unidirectional because 
various regulatory elements, including CUB and promoter sequences, collectively 
determine viral expression.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
For the yeast Ribo-Seq data underpinning Fig. 1, all accession numbers for publicly 
available datasets are listed in Supplementary Table 1. For the human Ribo-Seq 
data underpinning Fig. 2, the original dataset is available from NCBI SRA under 
accession nos. SRR3623932 and SRR3623937. The raw data underlying Fig. 3 are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 3. Species identified as 
virus or its natural/symptomatic hosts are listed in Supplementary Table 5, with 
their genomic sequences obtained from NCBI GenBank.

Code availability
Custom R codes were used in data analysis and are available at Github (https://
github.com/chenfengokha/CUB).
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Methodology

Sample preparation All samples were cultured overnight for 16 hours, and diluted to culture for 3-4 hours  so that the total cell density values were 
kept below 0.7 to maintain log phase throughout the experiment. At last, all samples were diluted for 20 times so as to avoid the 
enormous granules which were mixed together by many yeast single cells. 
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Instrument Fluorescence of mCherry was measured from FL13 with a filter having a 20 nm bandpass centered on 610 nm, and fluorescence 
of YFP was measure from FL1 with a filter having a 40 nm bandpass centered on 525 nm.

Software We used the CytExpert 2.0 software to collect the data, and all Fcs data were analyzed using the "flowCore" library in R. 

Cell population abundance We collected 300,000 cells for each stain, and retained at least 100,000 cells of each stain after gating by wt BY4741

Gating strategy Yeast cells with mCherry and YFP fluorescence signals ten times greater than those of the WT BY4741 were kept for later 
analyses.

Tick this box to confirm that a figure exemplifying the gating strategy is provided in the Supplementary Information.
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